RapidPure
Water Purification
®

Universal Purifier
Instructions for Use

Removing Pioneer Purifier
from Pioneer Housing
1. To remove the purifier element from the Pioneer
housing squeeze the Pioneer housing opposite of the
cut away area at open end of the housing. By squeezing
the Pioneer housing in this location the housing is made
a bit oblong allowing the purifier element to be removed
as the two tabs at the open end of the housing will move
out/away allowing purifier element to be removed.
2. Grab the Pioneer purifier element in the cut away area
of Pioneer housing and pull the purifier element out of
the housing.

Installing Pioneer Purifier
Element in Pioneer Straw
1. Remove plastic wrapping from the Pioneer purifier element.
3. Squeeze the Pioneer housing opposite of the cut away
area at open end of the housing.  
4. As a result, the housing will allow the purifier element to be
installed. (The two tabs at the open end of the housing will
move out/away allowing purifier element to be installed).
5. Insert and push Pioneer replacement purifier element
into housing making sure both o-rings are fully seated
in housing hose barb end.
6. RapidPure Pioneer Purifier is now ready for use!

Determining Length of Straw
for Your Water Bottle
NOTE: The length of the straw that your Universal Purifier
has been cut to should fit around 90% of water bottles on the
market. If it does not fit your water bottle, a spare straw is
included that you can cut to the desired length. Follow
these directions.

Measure from the bottom of the cap to the bottom of
your bottle then subtract 3.25” for straw length.

2. Do not puncture, slice, or crush Pioneer purifier element!

1. Place the Universal Purifier cap unto your water bottle
without the straw and Purifier.
2. Measure from the bottom of the cap to the bottom of
your bottle. See example at right.
3. Subtract 3.25” from this measurement. This is the height
that is taken up by the Purifier (with the straw snugly
attached to it).  
4. Cut your straw to desired length.
5. Attached Purifier to straw and attach Purifier/straw
into cap.
6. Place cap on your bottle and your RapidPure Universal
Purifier is now ready for use on your bottle.
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